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What is the Difference Between a Simulation and a Digital Twin?

The increasing use of emerging technology to
simplify complex tasks has proved rewarding
across every industry in diverse ways. This
includes increased operational efficiency,
automating manual tasks, training and
validation, as well as data analysis. 
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The Automating of Predictive Maintenance

Everyone in the industrial manufacturing
community has heard stories about downtime.
But for those who have lived it, statistics such
as one hour of downtime cost manufacturers
up to $260,000 per hour or two million dollars $260,000 per hour or two million dollars
in 4 hoursin 4 hours do not tell the entire story.
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NEW PRODUCTS

IPC New Products

Please check our new Industrial Computers
and Monitors.
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JMobile V4.0 New Features

In just one easily learned software suite,
JMobile completely covers the connectivity
from edge to cloud, device management,
process management and data visualization
essential for the all the edge to cloud levels
in any Industrial IoT platform architecture.
Here is the recorded video of the webinar with
some of the new features of JMobile 4.0.
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WEBSITE IMPROVEMENTS

Online Catalog

Now the Online Catalog is updated with new
product sections:

- Embedded
- Industrial PC
- Cloud
- Software
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VIRTUAL EVENTS

Virtual Intel Partner Connect

You can find EXOR International showing
EXOR products at the Intel Partner Connect
Virtual Event.
Virtual Intel Partner Connect will provide live
access to Intel’s executive leadership, our
subject matter experts, product priorities.
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